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2n'pARENTS TEACHER MEETING REPORT 2019-20

DATEz 12/0612020

MODE: Online

TIME: 10 am-2 pm

The purpose of the meeting was to inform the parents about the academic

performance, attendance status and discipline of the students. The parents were informed

about their ward's progress in individuals subjects which may require additional attention by

the parents as well as the students to perform well in the future exams. The staff also gave

insight about the clinical subj ects and its importance to the parents of newly joined first year

and Second year students to excel in their clinical skills. The respective department staff also

urged parents to keep track of their ward's weekly academic performance and to make sure

that their ward is regular in online classes and put in extra effort to improve in weaker

subjects for better results. Parents had queries related to their university exam schedule due to

covid-19. Parents also had concems regarding their ward's practical skills due to covid

situation. Parents were assured that the students rvill be given coaching after the lockdown to

compensate for the missed practical sessions.The meeting then ended with a satisfactory

response and fruitful interaction among the faculty, parents and students.
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Priyadharshini Dental College and Hospital conducted a Parent-Teacher Meeting for

students from first year to final year BDS on 126 June 2020 from 10:00am. Parents were

informed prior through phone call and WhatsApp messages. The parent teacher meeting was

conducted through zoom call. The zoom link was sent to all the parents on the day of the

meeting. The meeting was organized by Dr. Vijayadhith, Students coordinator. Five'minute

time slots were allotted to the parents to meet the rcspective mentors and departrnent staff.
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t" pARENTS TEACHER MEETING REPoRT 2019-20

DNIfr:2011212019

PLACE: Pandur

TIME: 10 am-2 pm

Priyadharshini Dental College and Hospital conducted a Parent-Teacher Meeting for

students from first year to final year BDS on 20s December 2019. Parents were informed

prior through phone call and WhatsApp messages. The meeting was organized by Dr.

Vijayadhith, Students coordinator.

The purpose of the meeting was to inform the parents about the academic

performance, attendance status and discipline of the students. The parents received a form

with the student's attendance percentage, intemal assessment marks and remarks signed by

the respective department HOD's.

The parents were tlen advised to meet with the subject teachers. Following this, the

parents were informed about their ward's progress in individuals subjects which may require

additional attention by the parents as well as the students to perform well in the future exams.

The respective department staff also highlighted the importance of the attendance criterion

and the university eligibility criteria and passing criteria to appear for examination. The staff

also gave insight about the clinical subjects and its importance to the parents of newly joined

first year and Second year students to excel in their clinical skills. The respective department

staff also urged parents to keep track of their ward's weekly academic performance and to

make sure that their ward is regular in classes and put in extra effort to improve in weaker

subjects for better results. Parents who had queries related to their ward's academic

performance and health related issues were also solved by the respective staffin person.
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Finally, all the parents were asked to meet the mentors of their ward who are in charge

of their overall performance. Following this, parents of the students who were not able to

attend the meeting were advised to email the institute's offrcial eqrail stating their valid reason

for not attending the meeting. Students who had a low attendance percentage were asked to

meet the principal along with their parents.

Some parents expressed concems regarding quality of mess food. The parents were

assured that necessary action would be taken to resolve it.

Lunch was provided to all the parents who attended the meeting. The meeting then

ended with a satisfactory response and fruitful interaction among the faculty, parents and

students. The parents were informed that the next meeting will be held after second intemal
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assessment.
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2no pARENTS TEACHER MEETING REPoRT 2018-19

DtrIE:14106/2019

PLACE: Pandur

TIME:10am-2pm

Priyadharshini Dental College and Hospital successfully conducted the second Parent-

Teacher Meeting for the students first to final year BDS on 14s June 2019, from l0:00 am - 2

pm. To ensure effective communication, parents received prior notification through phone

calls and WhatsApp messages.

This event was organized by Dr. Vijayadhith, Student Coordinator. The meeting

focused on updating parents about their wards' academics, attendance, and discipline. Starting

at 10:00 am, volunteers provided detailed forms and took the parents to their respective

wards' teachers. Parents interacted with teachers to address specific subject concems.

The proactive approach fulfrlled our aim to assist both parents and students in

overcoming challenges for better future performance' Departrnent staff emphasized

attendance, eligibility, and examination criteria, stressing the importance of clinical skills for

third and fourth-year students. Parents were encouraged to monitor weekly performance and

address areas needing improvement.

Some parents asked the management to increase the frequency of restroom cleaning.

The parents were assured that the necessary steps would be taken. The meeting concluded

with parents meeting mentors and for those absent were advised to email reasons to the

offrcial mail id. Students with low attendance were asked to meet the principal with their

parents. Lunch was arranged for all the parents who attended the parentteacher meeting

concluding the meeting on a positive note with meaningful interactions.
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l'tpARENTS TEACHER MEETTNG REpoRT 2018-19

DATET 14/1212018

TIME: 10 am-2pm

Priyadharshini Dental College and Hospital conducted a Parent-Teacher Meeting for

students from first year to final year BDS on 14th December 2018 from 10:00am. Parents

were informed prior through phone call and WhatsApp messages. The meeting was organized

by Dr. C. Vijayadhith, Students coordinator.

Finally, all the parents were asked to meet the mentors oftheir ward who are in charge

of their overall performance. Parents expressed concems about the quality ofthe seats on the

college bus. The parents were assured that necessary steps will be taken.
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PLACE: Pandur

The purpose of the meeting was to inform the parents about the academic

performance, attendance status and discipline of the students. The parents received a form

enlisting the attendance percentage, intemal assessment marks and remarks of the students

duly signed by the respective department HOD's.

The parents were then advised to meet with the subject teachers. Following this, the

parents were informed about their ward's progress in individuals subjects. The respective

department staff also highlighted the importance of the attendance criteria and the university

eligibility criteria and passing criteria to appear for examination. The parents were requested

to keep track of their ward's weekly academic performance and to make sure that their ward

is regular in classes and put in extra effort to improve in weaker subjects for better results.

Parents who had queries related to their ward's academic performance and health related

issues were also solved by the respective staff in person.
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Followingthis,parentsofthestudentswhowerenotabletoattendthemeetingwere

advised to email the institute's offrcial email stating their valid reason for not attending the

meeting. Students who had a low attendance percentage were asked to meet the principal

along with their parents.

Lunch was provided to all the parents who attended the meeting. The meeting then

ended with a satisfactory response and fruitful interaction among the faculty, parents and

students. The parents were informed that the next meeting will be held after second intemal

assessment.
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